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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 A literature review has the aim to review some literature, closely related to 

the theories of the intended research. It consists of gender as language identity, 

figurative language, kind of figurative language, emotive language and gender in 

emotion expression. 

2.1 Gender as Language Identity 

It is a fact that the character of every individual is thought of as a set in 

advance certainty, social hypothesis in the wake of postmodernism has 

reclassified what we look like at how we progress toward becoming our identity, 

and social and verifiable relativism have prompted a more factor origination of 

individual personality in which personality is continually developed in social 

association and by the way one is situated in connection to other people and more 

extensive society. The identity as people and whom we keep on getting to be, 

including the ethnicity, gender, and sexuality, are not classifications that are given 

to us during childbirth, inflexible and characterized, yet adaptable, variable 

developments that are molded and reshaped all through our lifetimes. These social 

builds, basic parts of our characters, are not one single quantifiable thing that we 

fall into unintentionally, but it is made and revamped by society and in human 

relations. 

Gender orientation is one of the factor that influence dialect and it is one 

of language personality. In addition, gender and sex are different. According to 

McDermott & Hatemi, (2011), gender related with social construct such 
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masculinity or femininity, while sex related with biological construct which is the 

physical acts that constitute a given individual‟s sexual preference. Furthermore, 

Meyerhoff (2006) characterized that gender orientation is a social property: 

something procured or built through your associations with others and through a 

person's adherence to certain social standards and bans. In the right on time of 

1970s, linguistic gender specialists clarify that gender orientation give an impact 

toward language of the innate dispositions of men and women, yet as the after 

effect of male centric socialization which deliver two different groups. As cited by 

Simaki et al., (2018), they characterized about what is called by language used by 

woman, a stamped enlist ordering feminine gender orientation, as a showcase by 

man centric social orders, for example, powerlessness, weakness, and triviality. 

2.2 Figurative Language 

 Figurative language is a tool to beautify the language. Figurative language 

is a language that has figurative meaning and merges the speaker or writer‟s desire 

to touch the emotion, to cause shock and to persuade into action (Peter, 2002). It 

also has a different meaning rather than the literal meaning. Smith (2009)  saids 

that figurative language has one meaning but it has different meaning from the 

exact meaning. In another word, by using figurative language, people can express 

their true feelings, ideas and thoughts clearly. In here, people will not speak or 

write literally but in another word which has figurate meaning. Like what Nurul 

Huda (2013) declared that figurative language is a way to say something in a 

different way other than from literal meaning words. It supported by Angel (2009) 

that figurative language has a meaning that far from the literal sense by using 

imaginative and creative language.  
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2.4 Kinds of Figurative Language 

According to the theory declared by Tarigan as cited by Krisnawati, 2017 

arranged figurative languages on four groups, namely, Figure of Comparison, 

Figure of Opposition, Figure of Connection, and Figure of Repetition. They are 

defined as follows: 

2.3.1 Figure of Comparison 

Figure of Comparison has the aim for looking for the differences and 

similarities in the language. Figure of Comparison divided into five types. They 

are: 

a. Simile is the comparison amid things that different. It usually use several 

words such as: like, as, than, similar to, or resembles. 

For example: “Mom is as busy as a bee” (Spivey, 2011, p.336) 

b. Metaphor is similar to simile but it is an inferred comparison amid two 

things without using „like or as‟. 

For example: This furniture costs an arm and a leg (Olynix: 2014) 

c. Personification is figure that humanizes the animal, object or idea. For 

example: The fire silently devoured Miss Maudie's house. ( in 'To Kill a 

Mockingbird' book).  

d. Allegory is a narrative or descriptive statement which has another meaning 

behind the first meaning.   

For example: If we call commonwealth a ship, the Prince a pilot, the 

counselor’s mariners, the storm wars (by Perrine). 

e. Antithesis is a way to compare something with an idea that contrasts with 

it in order to give emphasis and pressuring.  
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For example: Extremism in defense of liberty is no vice, moderation in the 

pursuit of justice is no virtue. 

 

2.3.2 Figure of Opposition 

 Figure of Opposition is used to express a contradiction meaning in 

sentences or phrases. Figure of Opposition classified into seven types. They are: 

a) Hyperbole is figure of speech that gives exaggeration on the words to 

achieve strength feeling.   

For example: He had tones of money. 

b) Litotes is employed to explain a modest thing by decreasing the value of 

the context while using the contrast or negative expression from the 

affirmative first. 

For example: He’s no genius for he’s stupid or if you are ok, please come 

to my poor house. 

c) Irony is utilized to express insinuation thing by telling the contrast from 

the reality to hide the actual case happened. 

For example: His house is clean and orderly. Nothing dust settled on the 

pictures and there was no furniture to clutter the living.  

d) Oxymoron is a figurative that use a combination of two contradictory 

things to intent it. 

For example: Faith unfaithful kept him falsely true. 

e) Paronomasia uses a play on word (s) that creates homophone inside it.  

For example: Therefore I lie with her, and she with me. And in our faults 

by lies we flattered be.  
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f) Paralysis is figure in which imagined exclusion the words or sentence 

for explanatory impact. 

For example: Take me the money (sorry) give me the money, please! 

g) Zeugma used a single word to make allude to two words in a sentence, 

but one of its usually ungrammatically correct. 

For example: You have broken my heart and my best China vase. or In 

school, I get knowledge and bored. 

2.3.3 Figure of Connection 

 Figure of Connection is used to relate an idea or expression that already 

has a strong relationship inside it. Figure of Connection consist of seven types. 

They are: 

a. Metonymy is giving a name to replace the thing or person that already has 

a relationship amid it.  

For example: The white house, for the President of the United States.  

b. Synecdoche is a figure of speech that uses a particular part to explain the 

whole thing.   

For example: Twenty summers for twenty years.  

c. Allusion is an explicit, indirect or implicit reference of events, figures, 

places, historical, mythologies, or famous masterpiece. 

For example: The tragedy of September eleventh.  

d. Euphemism a way to express a painful thing in a mild way by using other 

direct words with soft meaning word.  

For example: “He passed on” for “He died”  

e. Ellipsis is the use of removal on words or sentences. 
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For example: ( I have been fine) Fine. And (how have) you?  

f. Inverse is the changing of the word by only move it to one another.  

For example: One week’s notice become notice of one week.  

g. Gradation is the figure that makes the first word on the second sentence by 

using the last word in the first sentence.  

For example: I love you, you have given me a wonderful love. A wonderful 

love that was change my life. 

2.3.4 Figure of Repetition 

 Figure of Repetition is figurative that use repetitive on the same words or 

phrases. It is separated into four types. They are: 

i. Alliteration is a repetition on the first consonant word to achieve same 

sound.  

For example: Find me fifteen friendly friars.  

ii. Antanaklasis used a repetition on the same or similar word but they have a 

different meaning.  

For example: His body sweating after he runs, so he drinks the Pocari 

Sweat  

iii. Chiasmus is a figure of speech that gives reversal to the two or more 

clauses in a sentence to make it artistically.  

For example: He saved other, himself he cannot save  

iv. Repetition is figurative that employ repetition on the same word or phrase. 

For example: Awake up my glory, awake up my lute and harp, and I will 

awake right early  
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2.4 Emotive Language 

 Emotive language or also known as loaded language is a language that 

carries a strong feeling in order to awaken the emotional feeling of the reader. The 

writer usually uses this in order to persuade and influence the reader in favor to 

engage and take part in the feeling. The emotional language also persuasive 

because it can influence the emotional feeling of the reader and it may make them 

neglecting the facts. Regarding to Macagno (2012), they explain that the emotive 

word in emotive language used by the user can stimulate the feeling either in good 

or bad values which can effect the feeling, decision, evaluation, and others. 

Emotive language usually carries words that it sees as an actual fact, descriptive 

word, but sometimes it can be biased because it contains an emotion.  

Talking about the word inside emotive or loaded language, there are a 

negative connotation, positive connotation, and neutral connotation. Connotation 

itself is the meaning that bring an emotion in indirect way rather than to the 

denotation or actual meaning (Barthes in Sobur, 2006: viii). Negative and positive 

connotation became the main issues to evoke the reader feeling, rather than 

neutral connotation which doesn‟t give power to emotion in the word. It is proven 

by Nord as cited by Asim (2013) that using either positive or negative connotation 

can influence the reader perception, for example, rather than saying a thin person 

by using “thin”, it can be changed as “slender” which is contain positive feeling or 

“emaciated” which is contain negative feeling. By only using a different word 

even have the same meaning, but it has a different feeling that can affect the 

reader point of view. The other example is below: 
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This statement below is neutral or doesn‟t contain emotional language, but 

it can be changed into emotional language that can evoke the reader feeling into 

negative. 

- The boy ran pas me with the other boy chasing him 

Changed into, 

The boy fled past me with the thug chasing him 

- The man stood in the corner talking to the girl 

Changed into, 

The sleazy man stood in the dark corner hitting on the young girl  

According to the first example above, it can be seen that the changes from 

“ran” to “fled” give different meaning of situation which “fled” showed that it is 

run away from something or someone that dangerous, while “run” just meant that 

it is moving that at speed faster that walk. Only by changing the word, it can give 

an impact toward the feeling, thhe situation and how the emotional arised 

Then, for the second example, it showed how “talking” changed into 

“hitting on” which totally have different meaning and connotation. In the word 

“talking”, it just meant the action of speaking toward someone else, while “hittion 

on” meant that the conversation with someone because there is sexually attracted 

to the othe person. It can be seen that “hitting on“ have negative connotation, 

while “talking” is neutral connotation. Through these words, it can show how the 

word preference can effect the connotation and also influence the emotional of the 

reader. 
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Then, emotive language also can be seen through the rhetorica that 

contained inside it. It is under the theme of fallacious strategies of ellipsis or 

exaggeration or the indignant language. In this rhetoric, Aristotle treats a 

rhetorical strategy called amplifiacatio or idignant language (see Calboli 

Montefusco as cited by Macagno, 2012). Montefuscu et al., (2004), through an 

amplification, it can create as a full argument rather than a reason which has 

implicit premises. The example of amplification in a sentence can be seen in the 

sentence “Bob is bloody criminal”. Through that sentence, the first assumption 

that it commited as an illegal action. Then, ht ephrasing of the claim to proved in 

emotive language to make it appear more or less serious, gives a semblance of 

appearance that the accused has of has not committed the offense. 

This research will investigate the emotive language carry on the certain 

poem chosen by the researcher, and then conclude it whether the male or female 

use emotive language in their poem to express positive or negative connotation. 

2.5 Gender in Emotional Expression 

 Male and female considered having a different emotional expression, even 

though they grew together in the same environment and teaching techniques, the 

way male and female express still will be different. In 2008, Newman, Groom, 

Handelman, & Pennebaker investigates the different language use in male and 

female language through MANOVA in LIWC showed that female‟s language 

tends to more likely than male includes pronouns and social words, verbs, and etc. 

 Female leans to be more emotionally expressive and emphatic. They 

express their feeling freely except about anger. While male usually can controls 
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their feeling and tend to more express anger emotion. Bamman et al. as cited by 

Ahmadi-Azad (2015) guaranteed it by testing 14,464 Twitter users. The finding 

showed that female‟s writing frequent tells about emotion (love, sad, and 

annoyed), family terms (mom, sis, and hubby), emoticons, and lengthening 

expression. While the male is in contrast, they often employ swear words and tell 

about sport or technology. In the aspect of the difference between positive and 

negative language used in writing among male and female also difference. 

Wolfson as cited by Ahmadi-Azad (2015)reveals that female has greater intensity 

on the use of both negative and positive than man. It implies that in neutral 

connotation, male use it higher than female. 

 Even though emotional expression in writing between male and female is 

different, there is no significant difference. As cited by Wang & Hsieh in Ahmadi-

Azad (2015) no significant difference amid them. Indeed, the female fluctuation is 

higher, but all the range depends on the age of the writer. 

 There is another research to support the difference among male and female 

poem. According to Hamdan et al. (2013), male author tend to use words with 

expressing feelings, emotions and nostalgia, while male author leans to use words 

and expressions related to masculine needs and practices. Then, female writing 

focuses on personal experience, talk more about relationship than man, apply 

more apologies and compliments, in contrast, male writing styles tend to be 

competitive and agressive. 

 Therefore, this research will search for the significant difference among 

male and female poem in term of figurative and emotive language features. 


